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Briefs
Splash, splat.
Happy New Year!
PORT CLINTON, Ohio Forget about watching the
ball drop in New York's
Times Square. A walleye
drop is being planned in this
community along the Lake
Erie shore for New Year's
Eve.
The city is placing a
walleye sculpture on a
downtown pole as part of its
New Year's Eve celebration. Before midnight, the
walleye will begin its slow
descent. If all goes well, it
will reach the bottom of the
pole at midnight to the
shouts of "Happy New
Year."
The city is trying to capitalize on its status as "Walleye Captial of the World."
Mayor Tom Brown said
this is the walleye drop's
first year. He hopes it becomes an annual event, possibly as part of a winter festival.
"This is a chance for Port
Clinton to come together as
a community to welcome a
new year," Brown said.

Man shot in bungled
robbery

HAMILTON, Ohio - Two
people were in custody
Tuesday, including one who
was wounded in a shootout
with Butler County sherif fa
deputies, in connection with
a robbery in a Madison
Township home Monday
night.
Sheriff Harold Gabbard
said a man was wounded
Tuesday morning when
deputies tried to arrest him.
A woman was arrested
Monday night.
Douglas Turpin, 36, of
Middletown, and Teresa
Fields, 31, of Fairborn, have
been charged with aggravated robbery, aggravated
burglary and theft, Gabbard said.
Turpin, who was taken to
Miami Valley Hospital in
Dayton for treatment, also
was charged with felonious
assault on a police officer.

Alleged Unabomer
agrees to high-tech
arraignment

NEWARK, N.J.- Unabomber defendant Theodore J. Kaczynski, jailed in
Sacramento, Calif., has
agreed to be arraigned via
video hookup Dec. 10 on
charges of murdering an
advertising executive In
New Jersey with a mail
bomb.
If Kaczynski had insisted
on being arraigned in person, he would have been
flown to New Jersey at taxpayer expense, under heavy
guard.
Defense attorney Chester
Keller disclosed Kaczynski's decision on Monday.
Kaczynski, 54, was arrested April 3 at his Montana cabin. In California,
the former Berkeley math
professor faces charges in
four other bombings, two of
them fatal. He could get the
death penalty in any of the
fatal bombings.
He is charged in New Jersey with sending a bomb to
Thomas Mosser of North
Old well, the only attack for
which the Unabomber
claimed responsibility.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

Darla Wamock
The BC News
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University Athletic Director Ron Zwlerleln earned his undergraduate swimmer has led the Falcon athletic program since 1994.
and masters degrees from the University. The former University

Director leads mini-University
Jay Young
The BC News

Editor's note: This is the seventh part of a series about
campus leaders.
On the east side of campus
there is a miniature University,
and Ron Zwierlein is the president.
Athletic Director Zwierlein has
had sports in his life since being
raised in Rochester, N.Y. He said
he grew up in a sports family

with a father who did a lot of
work for the YMCA.
"I think athletics teaches you a
lot of values," Zwierlein said. "I
think sports is a vehicle that teaches you a lot of individual life
skills."
Zwierlein was very familiar
with Falcon sports when he was
named to his current position in
July 1994. He received his bachelor of science In health and physical education from the Universi-

ty in 1968 and master of education from Bowling Green in 1970.
He earned his doctorate of philosophy from Ohio State in 1980.
While at the University Zwierlein was a member of the Falcon
swim team. As a student, Zwierlein said he was inspired by the
Falcon athletic leaders of the
time. It was after his experience
as a University athlete when he
became interested in leading the
department

"I think as I got farther along
in my career, and as I came to
Bowling Green as a student athlete and met the Harold Andersons, the Doyt Perrys, the Bob
Keiths, the Sam Coopers and the
people the fields and facilities
are named for around here,"
Zwierlein said. "I obviously had a
great deal of respect for their
abilities to be both educators and
coaches, and I said, 'Boy, I'd like
See ATHLETICS, page three.

Daughters say dad forced vows
J.L. Schmidt
The Associated Press

LINCOLN, Neb. - An Iraqi
refugee accused of forcing his
13- and 14-year-old daughters to
marry men twice their age in an
Islamic ceremony was jailed on
child abuse charges, and the alleged husbands were charged
with rape.
A university professor from
Iraq and a lawyer for the socalled husbands said the three
were following Islamic tradition

and did not intend to violate state
law.
"It is a clash between cultural
mores and U.S. law," said Terry
Cannon, a lawyer for the alleged
husbands, Latif Al-Hussanl, 34,
and Majed Al-Tamlmy, 28. The
two recent immigrants were
jailed on $50,000 bail each and
could get up to 50 years in prison.
The father, a school janitor on
disability who was identified
only by the first name Salaam,
was jailed on $10,000 bail. He
faces up to six months and a

$1,000 fine.
Police said Hussani and the
13-year-old were married Nov. 9
against the girl's will in a ceremony at her father's home. The
14-year-old daughter claimed she
was forced to marry Tamimy at
the same ceremony, but the
father allegedly told authorities
the girl and Tamimy simply became engaged.
Court papers said the two men
took the girls to their homes and
had sex with them to consummate the marriages. The 14-year-

old ran away from the apartment,
and the father reported her to
police as a runaway.
Police found the girl, heard her
story, arrested the men and put
the girls in protective custody.
"They're not aware of the kind
of civil rules here," Mohamed
Nassir of the Lincoln Islamic
Foundation told the Lincoln
Journal Star. Nassir, a University of Nebraska-Lincoln professor, did not attend the ceremony
but said it was conducted according to Islamic tradition.

Attempting to clarify the prototype policy drafted by the task
force on annual review, contract
renewal, promotion and tenure of
faculty, the Faculty Senate held a
quasi committee of the whole
meeting Tuesday.
The meeting took place in order to introduce the general policy to Senate members, allowing
them to report the information
back to their respective departments.
The document has been distributed among college deans,
who will forward it to department chairs for an individual policy to be made. The requested
completion time for each department to have a similiar policy in place Is by the end of the
the academic year.
No formal action Is scheduled
to take place by the Faculty Senate this year. The committee of
the whole meeting was called to
gain feedback from the faculty
before final drafts of the document were drawn.
Gary Hess, the chairman of the
task force and distinguished history research professor, told the
Senate he hoped they would gain
a clear understanding of the
document and how they will be
able to use it for their departments.
"Such understanding is necessary in any successful and fair
document," Hess said. "It Is intended as a prototype. They can
use or modify it to fit then- department"
Discussion arose in the Senate
regarding the specifics of the
policy and the effect It would
hold on each department. Much
of the dispute focused on the service and collegiality of the
document.
Charles Applebaum, task force
member and associate professor
of mathematics and statistics,
emphasized to the Senate that the
document Is only a prototype of
what the departments should develop.
"We couldn't possibly have all
of the ideas of each department
In here," Applebaum said. "It has
to be fine-tuned to each of the individual areas. Nothing Is locked
in right now."

Collapse of rural bridge
concerns many farmers
The Associated Press

The bridge destryoed by an overloaded trailer rests In a creek
on Potter Road, rural Wood County.

Farmer Harold Bateson was on his way to a
Wood County grain silo last month, when he took
a load of grain across the rural Potter Road
bridge.
The load was too heavy and the 103-year-old
bridge collapsed, causing $150,000 in damage.
Ohio Department of Transportation spokesman Pieter Wykoff said it was the first time in
years a rural bridge collapsed because of a
heavy load. Most rural bridges, which have
signs with posted weight limits, are in good
shape, he said.
But some are worried that rural bridges some more than 100 years old — can't handle
newer, heavier farm equipment
And even though weight limits are posted for
rural bridges, some farmers do not know how
much weight they are carrying.
"If you're a commercial truck driver, you
know what you're hauling and how much you

weigh. That's part of keeping your books," said
Bruce Ward, a spokesman for ODOT District 6,
which covers the Columbus area.
"But if you're a farmer and you're pulling a
wagon load of grain, how do you know what you
weigh? You probably don't know until you go
across one of these bridges and it collapses."
This is the time of year when farmers are
hauling grain to elevators. They take heavy
loads hundreds of miles over of rural roads and
bridges.
ODOT inspects all state road bridges once a
year. County engineers are responsible for inspecting bridges on county roads. Wykoff said
ODOT will inspect county bridges on request
The Potter Road bridge is a 16- foot-wide county-inspected bridge, with a load limit of 7£ tons.
Bateson was driving a tractor, hauling four,
200-bushel-capacity hoppers loaded with corn
on Oct. 23. He and the tractor were already over
See BRIDGES, page four.
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Being nice, year 'round
The holidays are Just around the corner. Students
at the University are making arrangements to get
home for Thanksgiving and have their final exam
schedule mapped out in order to know exactly when
they can go home for winter break.
Television is becoming increasingly loaded with
holiday commercials plugging Christmas sales and
gift Ideas and how to get holiday dinners catered so
"your holiday will be stress-free."
Most important, perhaps, is the "annual charity
drive." The Salvation Army has asked for vounteers
to work as bell-ringers at their donation kettles, and
food drives are taking place everywhere.
What it comes down to is this: Are the holidays
the only time when people become charitable? Does
everyone forget about the less fortunate until it comes
time to "look good" by dropping a few coins in a bucket
or leaving some canned goods in a box?
The poor are poor all year, not just during the
holiday season. Their need for food, clothing and other
basic necessities does not become dramatically higher
when the temperature drops and the Christmas lights
and tinsel go up.
Granted, charity, even if it does happen only in
November and December, is wonderful at any time of
the year. The thing in question, however, is the motive behind the charity at the holidays. Corporations
and bigger companies often make enormous dona
tlons during the colder months and subsequently
launch an enormous PR campaign to go along with
it. Hmm.
Being charitable is something that takes place
year-round. True compassion and want to help others does not "suddenly emerge" from the smell of pine
trees and the thought of "fifty gift ideas under $50."
The News believes that everyone needs to think
of those less fortunate not only at this time of year,
but also when the sun is hot and thoughts of the
holidays are harbored in the backs of everyone's
minds.
The need does not end on December 26.

The BG News

Democracy needs more than two choices
The second of two parts
The 1990's have ushered
in the corporate-style campaign. Candidates spend exorbitant sums on consultants,
pollsters and advertising. The
average American has become
increasingly less important in
the political process, as candidates have turned to wealthy
business Interests to fund thelr
campaigns. Campaign finance
law, enacted In response to the
Watergate scandal, has proved
to be largely ineffective. What
is needed is further reform,
along these lines:
Spending limit*—The
enormous increase in camEaign spending has not only
ssened the impact of the contributions by individual citizens, but also has solidified the
two party system. Third-party
candidates, independent candidates and even some worthy
candidates from the major parties have been dissuaded from
mounting campaigns because
of the outlandish expenses involved. Only those with the
backing of the major political
parties or those with large personal fortunes can affordto run
for public office. To restore fairness to our democratic system,
spending limits are necessary.
I propose a $1 million cap on
presidential
campaigns.
$500,000 on senate campaigns, and $100,000 on cam-

Mike
Wendling
palgns for the House.
Free access to media
outlets—In exchange for
spending caps, candidates
would be offered free time on
local and national television
and radio stations. I envision a
system where each presidential
candidate would receive one
hour on election eve to address
the public.
During this time, the candidate would not be permitted
to mention his or her opponents, and would be required
to address a specific issue. All
networks and news-oriented
cable stations would be re?uired to carry these speeches,
he allotment of smaller blocks
of time would occur from Labor Day through October, also
carrying the same stipulations
mentioned above.
A similar system would be
put into use for Senate and
House elections. All stations in
a state or congressional district
would be required to give time
to candidates in the months
leading up to the election.
Regulation of political
advertising—Along with free

air time would come regulations designed to accentuate
the candidate's views on the
issues, rather than the slander
and character assassination
that currently passes for public discourse. We are the only
democracy in the world that
does not regulate political advertising, and this sorely needs
to change.
A simple solution that
could be enacted is a law stipulating that the purchaser of
political ads remain on the
screen, alone, for the entire
advertisement.
The purpose of regulation
would be twofold: First, regulation would attempt to end the
negative campaigning that increases voter cynicism and decreases voter turnout. Second,
regulation would force candidates to express more fully thelr
stances on the issues facing the
American people, rather than
utilizing emotional pleas to manipulate the electorate.
Creation of a third national political party—If only
one of my suggestions of the
past two weeks were to come
to fruition, I would hope that
the creation of a third major
party would be the one. A third
party would certainly increase
voter interest. Americans see
the current political situation
as an endless tug-of-war between Democrats and Repub-

licans. A third major party
would smash this paradigm.
A third party would also
change the ideological content
of American politics. The twoparty system splits voters and
candidates into two groups. In
an attempt to stake out the
most possible "territory", both
parties move their expressed
views towards the center. Indeed, the similarities between
Democrats and Republicans
are often more striking than the
differences.
The current system dichotomizes the American
people and alienates those on
the far right and far left. One
needs only to recall the rise In
far-right militias to observe an
example of this alienation. A
third party would destabilize
the center-leaning tendencies
of the major parties and force
individual evaluation of political beliefs.
Our system of government
is a democracy in name only. A
minority of those eligible actually vote, and American politics
is controlled by the two-party
system. These reforms are necessary for the functioning of
democracy and. in turn, the
survival of the United States.
Mike Wendling is a weekly
columnist for The News. Ques
tlons and comments can be sent
to 210 West Hall or mikewenS)
bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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Who else will go hungry today?
My heart is broken. As I
look down at my notes, an all
too familiar feeling of pain, of
desperate frustration returns.
Before you finish reading this
sentence, another child, perhaps living in Bangladesh, shall
die from starvation. An estimated one out of every three
people in Asia. Africa. Latin
America and the Caribbean is
too malnourished to lead a normal active life. More to a sobering point. 35,000 children die
each day (15 million children
annually!) from hunger-related
causes. Perhaps more tragic
than that is the reality that
these untimely deaths could
have been stopped.
Hunger continues to
plague an estimated 840 million people around the world.
On average, roughly 25 million
people in our own country suffer from hunger. Even though
the combined financial efforts
of the world community generate an estimated $50 billion
annually to help alleviate this
global problem, sadly much of
that money never reaches those
In need. The desperately
needed relief and resources
hardly ever get properly distributed. Those who had resources
now have more: those who had
little now have less.
These sobering facts on
world hunger are a proverbial
smack in our fat faces. Here In
the United States, we have almost have become accustomed
to taking certain life necessities
for granted. Most of us have
never truly been held in
Hunger's terrible grip. There
has always been food in our
respective refrigerators and
fresh water available. It would
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Jason E.
Wolfe

be near impossible for us to
separate ourselves from our
comfort zones to know what it
must be like to be hungry . existing upon the brink of starvation every day. Perhaps this
might be the absolute reason
why so many Individuals who
could make a positive difference do not. We become accustomed to witnessing a hungry
child with files crawling upon
their sickly face living in some
distant Third World. Impoverished country through television commercials.
There lingers a burning
question: What, if anything,
can I do to help? Probably most
of us feel that there is precious
little that we can do living on
the other side of the world. Are
we to fly over to Africa and start
shelling out cans of food?
Maybe. But a more reasonable,
practical and local avenue to
help here in Bowling Green has
opened up. We shall all have an
Intimate and direct chance to
collectively take a stand against
world hunger and just perhaps
make a colossal difference.
This coming Thursday,
November 21. St. Thomas More
Church is sponsoring the Fast
For A World Harvest to help
raise both awareness and
money In the name of fighting
this unholy war. The money
raised shall be given to Oxfam
America (an International
agency which funds self-help

development
programs
overhelp
helpalleviate
alleviatethetheproblem
pro
development
programs
in In
over
thirty countries) and Bread for somewhat and perhaps give
the World (a citizens lobby this situation a little needed
group that influences govern- hope. If I allow my optimism
ment policies affecting world free reign, that banquet hall
hunger).
should be packed. What a powExactly what is the lofty erful statement it would be if
purpose of this fast? We are the Bowling Green community
being asked to give up a meal collectively, from the campus
or two and donate that money undergraduate to the townswe might have personally used people, all Joined together.
for food. The collective funds
When we have the chance
raised will go to Oxfam to actually throw off the 'hams
America's efforts to supply of Impotence and invoke
needed seed and grains and - change, why not? If not now,
more Importantly -- to teach when? If not you, who?
improved farming methods and
Sometimes, an intellibegin building sustainable ag- gently used analogy can help
riculture.
drive a point home. This Is my
The evening shall have a hope now: There was a man
climatic conclusion with a sym- walking upon a sandy beach
bolic banquet, the Soup and after a storm one day. While
Breads of the World Supper, pausing to look out at the mysbeing held at St. Thomas More terious sea. he noticed a little
at 6
p.m. Upon entering the child standing along the beach
banquet hall, you are handed among the countless numbers
a card that contains specific of washed up. beached crabs.
Information describing who you As the man silently watched,
represent and what country the child Indefatigably picked
you live In.
up the crabs and gently placed
For example, if you repre- them back into the ocean's wasent an American, you shall be ters. After observing the child's
graciously seated at the head peculiar behavior for some
table, full benefits of both pri- time, the curious man walked
vacy and waiters who shall sub- over and asked," Child, why do
serviently serve you a seven you continue to place these
course meal. Conversely, if you helpless, pitiful crabs back into
are representing an Individual the ocean? Look at how many
living in India, you shall know there are. Surely, you must rethe limited pleasures of a bowl alize that you will never be able
of rice and a glass of water. In- to save them all. You cannot
cidentally, in reality, one would make a difference for them all."
be humbly thankful to receive
With eyes full of wonder
even a smidgen of rice and con- and love, the child bent down,
tent with contaminated water, placing another crab Into the
for hundreds of millions go ocean and replied. "Ah. but I
dally with nothing at all.
have made a difference for this
Yes. this event alone shall one."
not wipe hunger of the face of
Jason E. Wolfe is the
our beloved planet. But this can Wednesday columnist.
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BG Tribe fans unhappy with Belle Officials ponder
piercing problems

Indians followers believe ill-tempered
slugger will bring ChiSox headaches
Joe Boyle
The BC News
As Albert Belle uncorked his
bat for the flight to Chicago, local
Cleveland Indians and Chicago
White Sox fans were not enamored with the $52.5 million
deal.
Larry Hannan, senior journalism major, said the effect of Belle's defection will hurt Belle in
the future.
"I think its sad because he'll
never have the respect and admiration he had in the Cleveland
market, and having to deal with
Frank Thomas and Tony Phillips.
I dont think he's ready for a big
market," Hannan said.
Hannan said the deal could
tarnish the image of the Chicago
francise as well.
"The White Sox have become
the Indians - they traded images.
Now the Sox have the nasty reputation," Hannan said.
Chris Buehner, a graduate student in special education, said
Belle's departure really doesnt
surprise him, although it does
bother him.
"I'm not surprised. He went for
the money," Buehner said. "The

University
to sponsor
multimedia
presentation
Maureen Barry
The BC News
A multimedia presentation will take place as
part of the Rainforest
Awareness Project tonight
at 7:30 p.m. in 095 Overman
Hall.
"Out of the Shadows of
Borneo-Penan: Voice of the
rain forest," features artists and photo journalists
Kevin Russell and Sarifa
Rohaya, who will share details of their recent trip to
Borneo.
The event, which is sponsored by the Environmental
Action Group and the Student Environmental Action
Coalition, includes art,
slides, storytelling, poetry
and music.
According to Beth Bone,
senior biology major,
Penan, the indigenous people of Borneo, will be featured in the presentation.
"A lot of students are environmental, but this is
really interesting because
most students who consider
themselves environmental
see the environment as just
non-human," Bone said.
Bone said the main focus
of EAG is action. The group
is involved with protest issues, completes letterwriting campaigns, and
brings presentations such
as an environmental folk
singer to the University.
"This action is specifically educational," she said.

Genell Pavellch
The BG News

"I think its sad
because he'll never
have the respect and
admiration he had in
the Cleveland
market, and having
to deal with Frank
Thomas and Tony
Phillips. I don't think
he's ready for a big
market."
Larry Hannan
senior

money they free up will hopefully go to get a good starting pitcher."
Despite all of Belle's off-field
antics, Buehner said he was an
Albert Belle fan -- and will now
have one less piece of clothing.
"I've got a jersey with his
name and number on it. Guess I'll
have to take that off," he said.
Buehner said he was disappointed Belle didn't stay in
Cleveland, and said it was typical

of the disloyalty to a team found
in today's athletes.
Although local White Sox fans
found the move to be good, from
a numbers sense, they feel White
Sox management should think
twice.
Christine Baker, Bowling

Green, a life-long Chicago fan,
said owner Jerry Reinsdorf
should "deflnately" have his
head examined.
"He'll bring a lot to the lineup,
but he's a jerk," Baker said.
"He's a good hitter but he's got
an attitude. It'll be interesting."

University warns caution
when dealing with vendors
Dawn Keller
The BG News
Students need to be aware that vendors will try
to solicit more as the end of the semester nears and
that solicitors are not permitted in residence halls,
according to Gene Bratt, University police lieutenant.
"It seems like solicitors know that students have
money at the end of the semester," Bratt said.
"However, there is no door-to-door solicitation on
campus."
Mike Verier, assistant vice president of Student
Affairs, said students and the administration want
to keep vendors out of the private areas in residence halls.
"With the cooperation of students, we initiated
this policy that would prohibit people from going
door-to-door in private living areas to sell or hand
things out," Vetter said.
Vetter said another reason for the rule is keeping dishonest vendors away from student resident
halls.
"It's for the purpose of keeping out some fly-bynight businesses," Vetter said. "A few years ago,

Students getting their ears
pierced may not be thinking
about possible problems they
could encounter, but health
professionals want to make
students more aware of these
issues.
Glenna Rufo, nurse specialist in Health Services, said
many more students may be
piercing their upper ear lobes.
"The upper ear is mainly
cartilige and there isn't as
good a blood flow, which can
increase Infections," Rufo
said.
Rufo said she would encourage students not to get that
part of their ear pierced, or if
they do, to make sure they
take extra care with it.
"If students have their upper ears pierced, they need to
keep them clean, dry and follow all instructions," she said.
"If they do notice any redness
or puss, they should immediately see a doctor."
Rufo said infections can
occur if the pierced ear is not
cleaned as instructed, and

these infections can get much
worse if not treated.
The higher up the ear is
pierced, the better chance for
infection, Rufo said. However,
she said most infections that
do occur are minor and treatable.
There have been some students coming into the Health
Center with their ears infected, Rufo said. To treat these
infections, she recommends
removing the earring and
taking antibiotics.
Joanne Navin, associate director of Health Services, said
problems with upper ears
pierced are becoming more
frequent, due to an increase in
the number of incidents of
piercing.
She also said she would not
encourage students to get
their upper ear pierced, or if
they do they should make sure
they know how to clean It
properly to avoid infections.
Rufo said if students are
getting pierced they should
make sure that they go to a reputatable place that uses clean
needles and sterilizes everything they use.

Give a Pint; Get a Cookie!

some students entered into some major financial
commitments under pressure and were obligated
for quite a while."
Barb Waddell, public information officer, said
students should be extremely cautious about giving money, credit cards or identification information to solicitors.
"Never give your name, a check, cash or access
to a bank account. Under no circumstances should
students give out credit card numbers or their
social security card," Waddell said. "Some people
make a living scamming people. If it sounds too
good to be true, it probably is."
However, if someone wants to solicit on campus,
they can go through the Space Assignments Office
in the University Union.
"We do not prohibit a salesperson from selling
on campus if they go through the proper channels," said Jim Treeger, Union associate directory.
"They pay for that space."
Items can be sold at three locations on campus,
according to Treeger. Those locations include the
steps of Education Building, the foyer of the Student Services Building and the hallway of University Hall.

ATHLETICS
Continued from page one.

to be one of those people some
day."'
He accomplished that goal
after serving as the University
interim vice president for Student Affairs during the 1993-94
school year.
As University Athletic director, Zwierlein supervises athletic
recruitment, financial aid for
athletes, event entertainment,
team transportation and grounds
keeping.
"Our operation is basically a
microcosm of the entire University, because we do a little bit of
everything that a lot of the offices at the University specialize
in," Zwierlein said. "I suppose
some people would say they

might be a duplication of efforts,
but in reality they're not."
While there are a lot of complications with the job, Zwierlein
said he really enjoys it.
"I like coming to work everyday," he said. "It's a challenging
opportunity and I like challenges."
Zwierlein said his goal is to
make sure everyone has a chance
to reach their goals.
"My job is to provide our
coaches, our administrators and
our student athletes all of the opportunities that can be afforded
to them, so they can make it successfully in the classroom and on
the playing field," he said. "I take
a great deal of pride in having
the opportunity to oversee that
and be the director and help mold

and model the future of Bowling
Green athletics."
Zwierlein said it is a good feeling to watch a University graduate move up to the professional
ranks.
"We get a great deal of satisfaction, but I think all of that filters down to the grass roots people," he said. "I think the equipment man who fit that individual
with the proper equipment, the
grounds person who cut the grass
so that person would be able to
run faster or kick the ball farther, to the assistant coach, to the
head coach.
"Personally, I take a great deal
of pride, but I take equal amount
of pride when I see one of our

Kelly Dietrich/The BC Ncm

Phil Briggs sits dreaming of the cookie that awaits as blood Is
drawn from his arm Tuesday. The bloodmoblle will be at the
Amanl until Friday.
student go on to become a doctor
or a lawyer."
While a great deal of attention
is placed on athletic competition,
Zwierlein said the department
never forgets the academic setting.
The department recently won
its second consecutive Life Institutional Achievement Award.
The award is given annually to
the Mid American Conference
school that achieves the highest

cumulative grade point average
of all student athletes. University
athletes had a cumulative GPA of
2.9 during the 1994-95 academic
year.
"We're as concerned about the
wins and loses that we read in the
paper on Saturday and Sunday
morning as we are whose going
to be academically able to compete for us in the classroom on a
regular basis," Zwierlein said.
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Holiday SHopping Spree
Soutk£ark£mUT Hall
StrongsvuTc, Ohio
Sat. Ike. 7, Uave @ 8:30 a.m.
SS-'BursaraBCe
Includes transportation
•Don't wait until the last minute to get
your holiday gifts. Join. ilAO on a Holiday
shopping spru at the newly opened
ScmtkNri&btt,
Sign-up now thru 12/4
In the VAO office, 330 ■Union.
•for more info call2-7164.
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Lawmaker calls for
dispatcher training
The Associated Press
HAMILTON
- Ohio's 911
telephone dispatchers should be
required to take basic training in
emergency responses, a state
lawmaker said Tuesday.
State Sen. Janet Howard,
R-Forest Park, said a dogmauling that killed a 7-year-old
Butler County boy Saturday underscores that need.
"People Just assume when they
call 911 that help is there.... Really, that's not always the case,"
Howard said "We want to make
sure that when they call, they're
getting the best help available.
We owe that to our citizens."
A visitor at a Ross Township
home called 911 Saturday after
two dogs mauled Ethan Fricke.
The caller asked how to adminis-

ter cardlopulmonary resuscitation to the child, but the 911
dispatcher did not know.
The boy died from the bites.
Authorities said there was no Indication that CPR would have
saved his life, but it illustrated
the importance of training for
emergency dispatchers.
The state does not require
training for emergency dispatchers.
Howard Introduced a bill this
year that would have required all
emergency dispatchers to
receive basic training, although
not CPR or first aid.
The bill got stuck in the Senate's Ways and Means Committee
and never came up for a vote.
Howard said she plans to relntroduce the bill in January and
will talk to emergency experts

Attack of the giants

about whether requirements for
CPR and basic first-aid training
should be added She said she will
ask incoming Senate President
Richard Flnan, R-Cincinnatl, to
help get the bill enacted.
Howard said the bill would
have ensured that the Butler
County dispatcher had a written
guide with CPR instructions that
she could have read to the caller.
Howard met Tuesday morning
with Bill Hlnkle, operations director of the Hamilton County
Communications Center.
"The dispatcher is the first link
In the emergency communications process, and it's the
weakest link," Hlnkle said. "A
caller doesnt know if the dispatcher has six months of training
or no training. It's a crapshoot."

Al Bchrman/Thc AfMcUlcd Prcu

Bridget Vukelic of Applied Imagination sets up buildings forming the center piece of the Holiday
Show at Krohn Conservatory Tuesday In Cincinnati.

Bureau to review procedures Convict claims
Paul Souhnda
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - The director of
the Ohio Bureau of Workers'
Compensation on Thursday
ordered a review of security and
agency procedures that he said
could avoid a repeat of Wednesday's standoff at a downtown office tower.
"I'm saddened that anyone
would become despondent
enough to create yesterday's situation," James Conrad said in a
news release. "But instead of
dwelling on what happened, we're using these events as a chal-

lenge to step up our already aggressive agenda to improve service to Ohio's injured workers."
Authorities say James L.
Dailey, upset over a claim the
bureau had denied, took three
hostages on the 12th floor of the
bureau's headquarters. He was
armed with three guns and two
cans of gasoline, they said.
The standoff ended after about
seven hours, and no one was injured.
Dailey was a welder for CVI in
the suburb of HlUlard until he injured his back in 1992.
Wearing a denim jacket and
blue Jeans, Dailey appeared

somber during his bond hearing
on three counts of kidnapping
Thursday. Franklin County Municipal Court Judge Janet Jackson
set his bond at $1.5 million and
scheduled a preliminary hearing
for Nov. 22.
Dailey, 36, of Washington
Court House, made no statements in court and said nothing
as he was returned to the county
Jail.
Conrad said he appointed a
committee of employees and security professionals to evaluate
the risk at bureau offices. He
said he expected recommendations within 10 days.

Two armed city police officers
were on duty in the building's
lobby Thursday, but no other additional security was apparent.
The three men who were taken
hostage - two employees of a security company and a bureau investigator - were back at work.
Union officials said they
already made recommendations
to Improve security, but were ignored.
'The drive to reduce costs may
have compromised some of their
security considerations," said
Peter Wray, spokesman for the
Ohio Civil Service Employees
Association.

BRIDGES
much weight he was carrying.
"We know he was overloaded
the bridge and on solid ground but we have not way of knowing
when the span collapsed but the by how much," Sheriff John Kohl
trailers fell about 20 feet into the said.
Ohio Farmers Union spokesPortage River.
He was charged operating a man Doug Durliat said farmers
vehicle in excess of posted are worried about the safety of
weight limits. He was found rural bridges.
guilty Monday by Bowling Green
"It's becoming more of a conMunicipal Court Judge Mark
Reddin. Bateson was fined $75 cern because equipment is getand told the judge that his insur- ting larger and heavier. As in the
ance company would help pay case of Mr. Bateson, some of
part of the $150,000 to rebuild the these bridges were built a long
bridge. He could have been fined time ago when we didn't have
that kind of equipment traveling
$1,200.
Bateson did not know how our roads," Durliat said.

Continued from page one.
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STATE OF GREEN

CHOKE SYMPATHY

Campus Police

ton, N.Y., and Durian, 26, of
Wellman, Iowa, were hitchhikCINCINNATI - A convicted ing to a gathering of the Rainkiller behind bars in St. Louis bow Family counterculture
says he killed two women in group when they were killed.
West Virginia in 1980, even
"They were kind of dirty,
though another man was con- hippie-type looking broads,"
victed of the crimes.
Franklin said in the television
Joseph Paul Franklin, 45, interview. "They told me they
told Cincinnati television dated blacks ... One of them
station WKRC in interviews told me she was into racebroadcast Sunday and Monday mixing, you know. I had no
that he shot Nancy Santomero choice b' . to kill them right
and Vlcki Durian because they there."
said they had dated black peoFrai.klin said he stopped at a
general store to buy gas, then
ple.
Franklin, an avowed white drove to a rural place where
supremacist, has said that he he thought there would be no
targeted some of his shooting witnesses. He said he ordered
victims because they were the women out of his car and
Jewish, black or associated they refused, so he shot them
inside the car.
with people of another race.
Franklin already is serving
"First words she said was,
six life sentences plus 31 oh my God Second one didn't
say anything. It was very
years for murder.
quick," Franklin said. "I shot
He has been charged in five the one in the front, one In the
other shootings. Including one back, shot her again... I was so
at the Brith Sholom Knesseth psyched up, I didn't hear the
Israel Congregation outside gun fire, really."
Clayton, Mo. in 1977 that killed
Gerald C. Gordon, 42, of
In 1993, Jacob Beard was
Chesterfield, Mo.
convicted of killing the women
On Monday, a hearing was in West Virginia and senheld to determine to whether tenced to two life terms in
Franklin is competent to stand Mount Olive Correctional
trial. Defense attorneys say Complex. He has argued that
Franklin is a paranoid schizo- authorities granted him imphrenic.
munity for statements he
Franklin confessed to the made about the killings, but
shooting in 1994.
then used the statements as
During his interviews with evidence against him.
WKRC, Franklin said he also
"I heard they got some guy
killed the women in West Vir- locked up in the state pen in
ginia. He said he shot them West Virginia for something I
and dumped their bodies in did," said Franklin, who contacted WKRC to offer his acPocahontas County.
Santomero, 19, of Hunting- count.
The Associated Press
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King's estate Experiment costs government
files lawsuit
Varsna Dobnik
The Associated Press

David Bauder
The Associated Press

lip Jones, president of Intellectual Properties Management, the Atlanta firm that
manages the King estate.

NEW YORK - The estate of
Martin Luther King Jr. sued
King delivered the speech
CBS Tuesday, charging the
network with copyright in- during the civil rights march
fringement for using part of on Washington on Aug. 28,
King's famed "I Have a 1963, and, according to his esDream" speech in a television tate, registered it with the U.S.
Copyright office shortly
documentary.
King's estate claims CBS is thereafter. King himself filed
trying to profit from copyr- a lawsuit to prevent people
ighted work, while the net- from selling recorded copies,
work said the slain civil rights Jones said.
leader's heirs have no right to
The speech at the Lincoln
claim ownership of footage
from one of the most pivotal Memorial was given before an
audience of 250,000 people and
speeches of the century.
The lawsuit, filed in federal Is one of the most widely
district court in Atlanta, seeks quoted from King's career.
to stop CBS from selling
videocassette footage of "20th
CBS covered the event live
Century With Mike Wallace," and broadcast King's entire
a documentary on the civil speech, said Andrew Heyrights movement.
ward, president of CBS News.
The network has frequently
"You don't own that speech, used excerpts of the speech in
and you cant sell it," said Phil- stories since then, he said.

NEW YORK - The U.S.
government will pay $4.8 million
for injecting 12 human guinea
pigs with uranium and plutonlum
without their knowledge as part
of a Cold War-era radiation experiment
"Never again," Energy Secretary Hazel OTeary said in announcing the settlement Tuesday. "Never again should tests be
performed on human beings."
O'Leary said $400,000 apiece
will go to the families of the 11
victims who are now dead, and a
woman still living in upstate New

York. Doctors are not sure
whether any of the 11 deaths
were directly related to the experiments.
"This settlement goes to the
very heart of the moral accountability the government
owes its citizens," the outgoing
energy secretary said at a meeting of the American Public
Health Association.
Lawyers for the plaintiffs said
the government has yet to compensate about 20,000 other people used for biochemical experiments in the 1940s, '50s and '60s.
The 12 victims in the settlement were Injected during the
1940s - 11 with plutonlum, one

with uranium - to see how the
human body would react to an
atomic bombing. The tests
sprang from efforts to develop
atomic weapons.
At the time, scientists claimed
that the people were terminally
ill anyway and would not survive
10 years. A number of them lived
longer, and the plutonlum is said
to have caused urinary tract infections and painful osteoporosis, or thinning of the bones.
Autopsies on the patients injected with plutonlum revealed
bones "that looked like Swiss
cheese," said Raymond Heslln, a
lawyer for the plaintiffs.
Nine of the victims received

the injections at Strong Memorial Hospital in Rochester as part
of a research project conducted
by the University of Rochester
and the U.S. government. The
three others were injected in Illinois, California and Tennessee.
The scientists performing the
experiments "had a code word
for plutonlum In medical records, so people couldn't figure
out that these people were injected," said a lawyer for the plaintiffs, Leonard Marks.
"It was a rotten thing to do,"
said Luther Schultz, whose
mother, Eda Schultz Charlton,
was injected in 1945 at Strong
Memorial.

Texaco informant charged
Former executive faces sentencing for discrimination
Jim Fitzgerald
The Associated Press

WHITE PLAINS, NY. - The
former Texaco executive who
secretly taped himself and his
colleagues belittling blacks and
plotting to destroy evidence in a

race-discrimination suit was
charged Tuesday with shredding
documents in the case.
Richard Lund wall, whose disclosure of the tapes was a gigantic embarrassment for the nation's 14th-largest corporation
and led to the biggest race-

discrimination settlement on re- documents for the lawsuit, FBI
cord, Is the first executive to face agent Joseph Mangan said in
charges in the scandal.
court papers.
The tapes "corroborate LundLundwall, 55, of Danbury,
wall's admissions regarding his Conn., could get up to 10 years In
participation, together with other prison and $250,000 in fines if
officials, in an effort to corruptly convicted of obstruction of jusdestroy, conceal and withhold" tice.

?B2S4WZ-*X/A1fS
LIVE
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Holiday Gift Bags at
FIESTA includes...

• 15 tanning visits for $24.95
• hair care products
• tanning products
3 **ttk* ■ hntiQ fctfora
coupons
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while supplies last

832 S. Main
352-9763

• 110 N. MAIN ST. •
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• 352-9222 •
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first 250 people through the gale al Friday's
hockey game against Noire Dame will receive
a FREE can holder Irom UAO

Work faster with it.
Simplify your life with it.

Power Macintosh" 7200
120 MHZ/16MB RAM/1.2GB/SX CD-ROM
;5 ihspUt)/keyboard
Now $2,028 (or $3S/mo)

Communicate to the world with it.
Macintosh" Performa* 6400CD'
ISO MHZ/I6MB RAM/I 6CB/SX CD-ROM
15" deplay/ieytoanl

Have fun with it.

NOW $2,316 (or S*3/mo)

Get $150 back with it.

-

Apple Color StyleWriter" 2500
Up lo 720x360 dpi

Now $331

Check out Apple's Holiday Savings.
Right now Apple Computer is it, offering a $150 rebate when you purchase
a Macintosh" personal computer and an Apple" printer. Fact is, your timing
couldn't be better to get your Mac' a machine that features some of the
worlds most innovative technology. And its easier to use than anything
you'll encounter in your class schedule. So get to your campus computer
store and pick out your Mac. It'll help keep you ahead in your classes (or
at least tied) And right now, you'll come out $150 ahead on the price.

BGSU Computer Sales and Rental Office
129 Hayes Hall • 372-7724
http://www.bgsu.edu/departments/ucs/csar/
price* Include handling and tax
Come See Us Today(11/20/96) at the Bookstore Computer Fair in the Forum

Power Macintosh" 5260 120 MHz/l6MB RAM/I 2GB/8X CD-R0M/I4" built-in display/keyboard Now $1,591 (or Sao/mo.)
Power Macintosh* 7800 132 MH-/16MB RAM/L2GB/8X CD-ROM/15" dfepbyA-yboird Now $2,602 (or *50/mo.)
Apple' Color Style Writer 1500 Up b720x360 dpi Now $243
Apple" LaserWriter" 4/600 Now $854
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Twice a champion, Vallow builds an impressive career
Vocal leader is also in charge in goal
JlmTocco
The BC News
After becoming a MAC champion for the second time In his
two-year career, goalkeeper
Scott Vallow is easy to spot - not
because he's wearing a different
color jersey, but because he's the
loudest person on the field,
screaming and jumping up and
down.
The outspoken and articulate
keeper Is In the midst of putting
together a career that speaks as
loudly of him as he does of the
organization for which he plays.
"I feel Bowling Green is the
total package," said the NapervlUe, 111. native. "The team unity is
very important to me.
"I took a recruiting visit to
Virginia, which is the ultimate.
Everyone dreams about going to
Virginia. When you're a kid,
everyone wears Virginia soccer
hats and Virginia soccer sweatshirts, but when you go there, it's
a totally different story. ... Once
the game is over, the guys go 13
different ways. There are only a
couple of them that are friends
on the team."
Falcon fans can be glad that he
chose Bowling Green. Last
season, he paced all freshmen in
goals against average, with a 0.52
mark. It was the second best
mark in the nation, and the best
In Bowling Green history. Remarkably, he received no conference, state, or regional
awards for his stellar season.
"It was special," Vallow said.
"But those kinds of statistics, I

don't really look at them as goals
against average; I look at them as
[a measure of] team defense.
When we see the rankings for
goals against average, it says
Scott Vallow, seventh in the nation, but it's not that. It's Bowling
Green, seventh in the nation. It's
a team accomplishment, not just
an individual accomplishment."
Indeed, the keeper is quick to
credit his defense with a large
chunk of the credit for the team's
success.
"Scott will be the first to tell
you that his success is due in
large part to [defenders] Tony
[Dore], Brett [Strang] and Peter
[Kolp]."
But let's not take too much
credit away from the goalkeeper
who has posted 19 shutouts In two
years - he's already just eight
away from setting the all-time
BG record in that category.
But Vallow isn't interested in
his personal statistics.
"It's not really statistics, it's
getting the wins," he said. "As
far as the individual accomplishments, it's hard to think
about those things. You just take
one game at a time, and whatever
accomplishments you get, those
are just secondary as long as

you're getting wins. If I'm helping contribute, that's all I want to
do."
But while he's contributing,
Vallow is earning a reputation as
one of the best in the region. The
6-foot-2-inch sophomore has the
quickness of a mongoose and the
reflexes of a mousetrap.
After school, Vallow hopes to
offer his skills to the soccer
world.
"I want to continue playing,
wherever it may be or at what
level," he said."
As for now, though, the personable keeper is keeping a
proper perspective on his life
and his soccer career.
"Right now, I just want to stay
healthy and play the best I can,"
he said.
Besides, he's enjoying where
he Is right now.
"The best thing about this
Bowling Green team is the
friendships that we all have. And
I think that our friendships off
the field carry to our performance on the field."
And why shouldn't he enjoy it?
To be able to hoist a trophy over
your head after each of two
seasons is a rare experience.

BG's first-round NCAA tournament match will take place at 1
p.m. at Mickey Cochrane Field.
Bowling Green will host The University of Detroit Mercy. It Is
the first time Bowling Green has ever played host to an NCAA
match.
Tickets are 7 dollars for adults and S dollars for students,
senior citizens, and children 12 and under. They are available at
the gate or by calling the BG ticket office.

Doug Kkrenoviky BCNcoi

Scott Vallow, who shut out both Eastern Michigan and University of Kentucky In the Mldamerlcan Conference Tournament last weekend. He was forced to make only five saves all weekend as the Falcons
rolled to their second consecutive title.

Albert Belle leaves Cleveland
Extra money
KenBeroer
AssociatedPress

CLEVELAND - All things considered, drafting a talented but
tempestuous outfielder from
Louisiana State named Joey Belle
back in 1987 was well worth the
risk for the Cleveland Indians.
Of course, now he goes by Albert. And now that he is leaving
for the Chicago White Sox, the
Indians will miss his enormous
presence in the lineup, the tunnel
vision, the gladiator's body that
never got hurt.
But will they miss the tantrums, the suspensions, the firestorms, the aching fear that you
never knew when Belle was really going to snap?
Not one bit. The White Sox get
it all - the home runs, the clutch
hits and the temper.
"Early in Albert's career we
recognized his talent, and we certainly recognized his quirks and
at times his lack of maturity,"
Indians general manager John
Hart said. "At the same time, we
recognize Albert's contributions
on the field for this ballclub. He
was a star player who did some
great things for us."
Belle, the best power hitter in
baseball, signed what is believed
to be a five-year, $52.5 million
contract Tuesday with Chicago,

the Indians' chief rival in the AL
Central.
Belle will make plenty of return trips to Cleveland, where he
has played all six of his seasons
in the majors and been adored
every step of the way.
Wearing black, will Belle be
treated as an outlaw at Jacobs
Field?
"He'll be booed right out of the
stadium," Indians fan Al VanValkenberg said after hearing
the news. "The first time he
comes up, they ought to check his
bat."
The White Sox confiscated Belle's bat during a game in 1994,
setting off a scene straight out of
Mission Impossible. Someone
broke into the umpire's locker
and replaced Belle's confiscated
bat with one that belonged to
Paul Sorrento.
Baseball didn't buy it, and Belle served a seven-game suspension, one of five in his pro career.
As he often did in the face of controversy, Belle went on a hitting
tear, batting .476 with 10 homers
in the last 20 games of the
season.
It was one of many distractions
that at times overshadowed Belle's tremendous production.
By now, Cleveland Is used to
watching its favorite players even an entire team, like the

FALCON BnSKCTftfUl
BG WOMEN VS. NOTRE DAME

may pay for
John Smoltz
Ken Berger
Associated Press

AiMcUted

NFL's Browns - leave town. Belle, who has said in recent interviews that he wanted to play his
whole career In Cleveland, was
filmed by television cameras

leaving his suburban home Tues- jaded," said Diane Elting of
day and getting on a plane.
Shaker Heights. "It's getting to
They know the drill around the point where I don't care anyhere.
Sec BELLE, page Nine.
"I know I am more angry, more

7 years and still «1
It's our 7 year anniversary and we're
parrying from noon til 4am.

SATURDAY AT 1:30PMJ

BG WOMEN VS. WEST VIRGINIA

s RIVER R0AD
The
Canoe Shoo 140
lnc^amx^nup
WATERVILLE. OH
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Join our celebration of tit* past and the tuture tonight drith
free food, special guest entertainers, and dance specials.
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MONDAY AT 7:00 PM |

BG MEN VS. DETROIT

PITH

A pretty good pair of Sox: Brand new White Sox member Albert Belle (left) poses with Frank Thomas.

CLEVELAND - Cleveland Indians general manager John Hart
did everything but come right
out and say it: He has made a
play for John Smoltz.
The Indians, who lost freeagent Albert Belle to the Chicago
White Sox, now have some money
to spend elsewhere, namely on
pitching. Hart has said that
Smoltz, who won the 1996 NL Cy
Young Award for the Atlanta
Braves, is one of several starting
pitchers he is looking to acquire
through free agency or trades.
The Plain Dealer reported
Tuesday that the Indians have offered Smoltz a four-year, $30 million contract. In a teleconference
that dealt mostly with damage
control over Belle's departure,
Hart would not confirm the report.
"I don't want to play my hand
too much," Hart said. But
clearly, money that won't be paid
to Belle will be used for something.

KAYAKING
,

Student Discount w/BGSU I.D. on
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Tim Minnecci
(8-2)
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Volleyball team finishes difficult season California Angels
Team finds some bright spots in a rebuilding year localize to Anaheim
William Sanderson
The BG News
The Bowling Green volleyball
team did some growing this
season. Unfortunately, with all
growing comes a little pain.
The young Falcons suffered
through one of the most difficult
volleyball seasons In school history. Having lost six seniors to
graduation, BG had to break in an
equal number of newcomers.
With that basis, the Falcons began what freshman outside hitter
Melissa Lewis called "a learning
experience."
The Falcons stumbled out of
the gate losing seven of its first
eight non-conference matches.
Although it should be noted that
Bowling Green faced some tough
competition from the likes of
Tennessee, Virginia, Pittsburgh,
Montana and Northwestern.
Bowling Green played its first
home match Sept. 10 against
Wright State, and won a tight S
game match. That victory
spurred BG on to finish the nonconference schedule with four
wins in five matches.
It did not take long for Bowling
Green to find out that nonconference success did not
necessarily translate into MAC

wins. The Falcons lost three
matches right out the gate, with
home losses to Akron, Kent and
Central Michigan.
A win finally came against the
lowly Eastern Michigan Eagles.
The birds would spend most of
the season together in the basement, as BG and Eastern tied for
ninth place for many weeks.
At this point Bowling Green
suffered through a six match losing streak. Some matches were
close, others were blowouts.
Twice Bowling Green lost by two
points in five games, once to
Western Michigan, and once to
Ohio.
A bit of a turning point seemed
to come Oct. 25 against Akron.
The Falcons visited the Zips, and
came away with a four-game win.
Despite dropping a match
against Kent the following evening, the Falcons' confidence
seemed to be restored.
The Falcons would climb out of
last place, winning three in a row
against Central and Eastern
Michigan, and Toledo. Bowling
Green thrashed these opponents
convincingly, sweeping Central
Michigan and Toledo.
The new and improved Falcons
finished the season with disappointing losses to Western

Michigan and Co-MAC Champions Ball State. Both Ball State
and Western were looking to
reach the MAC tournament and
were ready for Bowling Green.
"I'll remember getting closer
to the team," junior outside hitter
Marln Ferllc said. "Losing tends
to bring a team together."

and Shayne Crumley.
"Next year, with a year's experience under our belts, I expect
we'll get off to a faster start,"
Ferlic said. "We are losing some
key players, and I dont know yet
how they'll be replaced"
Hilton was the team's leading
offensive player. HUton finshed
the season with 459 kills.
Outside hitter
Crumley
had more of a defensive role. She
tied Heather Murphy for team
lead in digs with 310. She also
contributed 167 kills and 51 total
blocks.
The new senior class will be
looked to again to help guide the
still young Falcons. Setter Wendy
middle hitter Keisha
Marin Ferlic Watkins,
Wllkins, Ferlic, and defensive
specialist Erin Siebenhar will determine BG's ultimate success in
the 1997 season.
The late season turn around
suggests big things in the future
for the fledgling Falcons. Bowling Green won four of it's final
seven. "Hopefully, we will pick
up right where we left off,"
Lewis said.
No doubt, the teams' gained
experience will go a long way
toward next year's chances, but
the team will have to replace
graduating seniors Lori Hilton

"Next year, with a
year's experience
under our belts, I
expect we'll get off to
a faster start."

Associated Press
ANAHEIM, Calif. - The California Angels officially became the Anaheim Angels on
Tuesday ~ complete with a new
logo - while their stadium was
undergoing a turn-back-theclock renovation.
"Anytime you have an
ownership change, people are
going to do things their way, so
to speak," said Angels president Tony Tavares, who unveiled the new logo with an assist from general manager Bill
Bavasl.
"We didn't take over until
May of last year and we had to
inherit a few things that you
don't necessarily like, but don't
have the time to change," Tavares said. "So the first oppor-

tunity we really got to make a
mark on the team was with new
uniforms, a new logo and a new
identity."
The new uniforms wont be
revealed for at least another
month. The logo depicts a home
plate covering crossed bats,
with "Angels" splashed diagonally across the front. An
angel wing is hitched to the
side of the "A," giving it the
Disney flair.
More importantly to
Anaheim Mayor Tom Daly, his
city's name replaces "California" on the uniforms, in the
standings, and on every piece
of merchandise sold by Disney's marketing machine.
"We're proud and honored to
See ANGUS, page Eight.

A CALIBER SYSTEM COMPANY

The Perfect Job For Male and
Female Students Who Want To Work,
Stay In Shape, And Have Fun!!

TUESGrateful Dead Night
WEDCountry Night with Zlm
Ladies Night 50t drafts &
Well drinks all night
THURS- 80s-Dance
FRI 80s Vance
SAT-

•Shifts to fit any schedule
i RPS now offers a base
wage above the industry
Start Times
Night-12:30am
i Enhanced base wages
Tuition assistance
Sunrise-2:30am
VVork 3-5 hours a day 5
Day-3:00pm
days a week
Twilight-6:30pm
• Bridge in service program
Preload-3:30am

80s "Dance

Never o Cover
21 & Over
750 20 oz. Drafts
Every Night

'IMMEDIATE JOB OPENINGS
ON SUNRISE*

:ir*:i-7r* i ■

Available for Parties

H

®

E

Applications for
Spring "97
BG News Editor

are new being accepted.
1LT¥7^T"1"7(0 Application forms may be

±_l*^Ll±s

204

West Hall.

Deadline to apply is 3 p.m.
Monday, December 2.

WE WILL BE
ON CAMPUS
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21
STUDENT UNION
FORT ROOM
SCHEDULED INTERVIEWS
ARE NOT NEEDED
RPS is an equal opporttinity/Affirmativfe;
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Swimmers head to Chicago Pilling and Stolz make good
for Windy City Invitational examples for BG swimmers
This weekend's Windy City InMEN'S TENNIS
vitational will mark the end of
the first half of the season for ahe
Falcon swim teams.
The invitational, hosted by the
Mike Leonard
University of Illinois-Chicago,
BG News
will present a wide-open field on
Sports Writer
both the men's and women's
sides. Participating teams include the Falcons, UIC, Cleve- of town over winter break.
land State, Wright State, NorthSo, the Falcons will spend 10
ern Illinois and Wisconsin-Green days of their winter break
swimming underneath the warm
Bay.
Falcon head coach Randy Ju- sun of San Juan, Puerto Rico.
lian is cautiously optimistic
Don't think, however, that the
about the women's teams Falcons will be spending thenchances of winning the meet.
days on the beaches. As Julian
"I hope we have a chance. We indicates, the Falcons will be on a
definitely think we're one of the hard schedule of long practices.
favorites," Julian said.
"We will have one day off durJulian stated the men's team ing the training period. There's
will deal with some stiff competi- going to be a lot of doubles [twotion, augmented by the fact that a-day practices]. We're there to
there is no dominant team that train." Julian said.
will compete this weekend.
Swimming hard outdoors in 80
degree conditions appears to be
If this is training...
more appealing than locking up
Apparently, the Falcon swim the team at Cooper Pool for a
teams needed a reason to get out week.

NOTEBOOK

Classroom champions
The Falcons can claim as good
a record in the classroom as they
do in the pool thus far.
With a team grade point of
average of 2.97 for the men and
2.94 for the women, the Falcons
are on track to be commended
once again by the NCAA for excellence In the classroom.

"I hope we have a
chance. We definitely
think we're one of the
favorites."
Randy Julian
Swimming coach
Like all areas of the teams'
performance, however, Julian
would like to see Improvement.
"We want to get over the 3.0
GPA mark. It's lofty but we have
a great academic class," Julian
said.

Las Vegas plans new stadium
and the premier stadium, at some
time they should get together."
The stadium could be configured to seat as few as 28,000 for
LAS VEGAS - Backers of a
basketball games or other smalplanned $750 million domed staler events, while it would hold
dium complex that would seat
110,000 for football.
110,000 people say they have
"We may be able to Increase
closed a deal to buy 61.5 acres of
that for a World Cup soccer type
prime downtown Las Vegas land
of event," Tanner said of the
for the project
seating.
If built, the stadium would be
Tanner admitted making some
the biggest In the world and
Tanner said plans call for con- mistakes In announcing the
would host sporting events, conventions and other events in var- struction to begin next summer project earlier, and conceded
ious configurations seating from on the complex, which will also some initial investors had withfeature a non-gaming hotel as drawn from the deal.
28,000 to 110,000.
He said the commitment from
Las Vegas Mayor Jan Jones well as convention and meeting
Lehman Brothers assures the
Joined project promoter Paul areas.
He said he was not seeking a dome of going forward.
Tanner at a Tuesday press con"I don't think Lehman Brothers
ference announcing that Lehman pro franchise for the stadium,
Brothers Holdings, Inc. put up but hoped someday to host the is interested in having a piece of
dirt here at any price," Tanner
$50 million for the land purchase Super Bowl in the facility.
"It would be nice to have," said said.
In exchange for a 50 percent InTanner, who heads the DallasThe stadium will have 351
terest in the project.
It marked the second time the based Polyphase Corp. "If you suites ranging from 1,000 to 8,000
project has been announced. have the premier football game square feet.
Plans for the stadium appeared
to have fallen apart a few months
ago when Tanner's group of investors couldn't come up with
money to buy the Union Pacific
property.
"We're going forward with a
domed stadium that will be the
largest domed stadium ever
built," Tanner said. "More than
that, it will be the most flexible."

Tim Dahlberg

Associated Press

there, a couple races you swim
by yourself."
Stoltz said that training in
Luxembourg soon made it impossible to Improve, so he decided to stay stateside and
eventually chose Bowling
Green.

Mike Leonard
The BC News
One Is a soft-spoken leader
from the greater Toronto area.
The other Is an Olympic hopeful from the small nation of
Luxembourg.
And somehow, their paths
crossed when they both decided to swim for BGSU.
Michelle Pilling and Tom
Stoltz are the two premier
freestyle distance swimmers
for the Bowling Green swim
team this year. However, what
these two athletes bring to the
team is something more than
their swimming prowess.
Head coach Randy Julian is
quick to praise both athletes.
"When the team has done
things outside of the pool,
[Stoltz] has been as involved as
anybody else," Julian said.
"[Pilling] is a great example to
our younger students [with regard to] academic responsibility.
Pilling came to Bowling
Green from Leaside High
School in North York, Ontario.
She is a captain for the women's team and holds the team's
best times in the 500 and 1000
yard freestyle this year. Pilling, however, has other priorities at BGSU besides swimming.
"I came to Bowling Green intending to swim, but I put academics before swimming,"
Pilling said.
Pilling proves her commitment to academics by serving
as a representative for the
swim team on the Student Athlete Academics Committee
here at BG.
The Toronto native stated
that her home city Is a hotbed

Pilling

Stolz

for swimming talent.
"I think that Toronto is one
most competitive places in all
of Canada," Pilling said.
Pilling states that her goal
for this season, after which she
plans to give up swimming, is
go to the finals of the MAC
Champioship meet while setting a good example for the
younger members of the team.
"My biggest goal Is to final In
all three of my events and just
encourage the rest of the team
to do their best and have fun,"
Pilling said.
Stoltz literally came from
halfway around the world to
swim at BGSU, but he has left a
mark on all those he has encountered at BG.
"Tom Stoltz has a good character, personality-wise he's a
great leader in and out of the
pool and a great friend,"
freshman Geoff Reeves said.
Stoltz came to the U.S. when
he was 17 years old. After
swimming in Rockford, 111. for
two years, Stoltz realized that
he wanted to stay in the U.S. to
swim.
"[Swimming in Luxembourg]
is a lot different than college
swimming. It's not as fun.
You're on a team....but you
don't get points for your team,
so you swim for yourself,"
Stoltz said. "There's not a lot of
competition over there. Over

Bowling Green swimming is
certainly grateful Stoltz came
to BG. He already holds school
records In the 500-, 1000- and
1650-yard freestyle swims, records which he hopes to break
again this year. Stoltz also has
hopes of breaking the 200-yard
freestyle record, and currently
holds the team's best time in
100-yard freestyle this year.
What makes Stoltz special,
however, is what he has accomplished outside of Bowling
Green. Stoltz took a year off
BG last year to try for a spot on
the Luxembourg Olympic
team. Though a bout with mononucleosis ended his hopes to
attend the '96 games, Stoltz will
make it a point to attend the
Olympics sometime in his
swimming career.
"That was good expirience.
I'm glad I did it because I don't
have to ask myself, 'What if I
hadn't taken the year
off?'"Stoltz said. "I'm going to
try and make it to Sydney [for
the Olympics in 2000]."
Back at BG, Stoltz Is currently a Junior by NCAA eligibility
standards. He says that he
would like to earn a spot at
NCAA Championships but
doesnt place a high priority on
winning a MAC championship.
Stoltz and Pilling will lead
the Falcon swim team into the
Windy City Inlvtatlonal in Chicago this weekend.

ANGELS
Continued from page Seven.
have the name 'Anaheim' on a
major league baseball team,"
Daly said. "We've had major
league baseball in Anaheim for

30 years, so it's very meaningful
to the people of Anaheim - especially longtime residents who
watched the stadium open 30
years ago and have lived and died
with the fortunes of the Angels."

Tavares said the cosmetic
changes weren't done specifically to make people forget the
history of a star-crossed franchise still looking for its first
World Series berth

Is There A Parking Problem
on Campus?

edge
EDGE SALUTES MEN'S INTRAMURAL EXCELLENCE

1996 INTRAMURAL FLAG FOOTBALL
CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS
FRATERNITY B
Sigma Chi Defeated Sigma Phi Epsilon: 21-19
SORORITY
Alpha Xi Delta defeated Chi Omega: 14-0
FRATERNITY A
Sigma Phi Epsilon defeated Sigma Alpha Epsilon: 31-15
MEN'S INDEPENDENT
Roar Schocks defeated Ice House: 26-7
WOMEN'S INDEPENDENT
Triple B's defeated QCD's: 25£
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS!
AND THANKS TO EVERYONE WHO
PARTICIPATED!

If you think so, or even if you don't,
come help us solve this problem and
out one of our surveys on:
Monday, November 18 10:00am - 7:00pm
Tuesday, November 19 10:00am - 7:00pm
Wednesday, November 20 10:00am - 7:00pm

In the Union Foyer
NICKS.

NICKS.

NICKS.

NIX.

VS V
toartHmm
it protects your skin from nicks and
cuts ti
jms. For a closer, more comfortable
shave, its just in trie nick of time

MM.
»w nitfm

Sponsored by the University Parking & Traffic Committee
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BELLE
Continued from page Six.

more. If the individuals who play
on a team change every year,
how can you have any loyalty?
You don't even know who's out
there anymore."
The Indians had been trying to
sign Belle since spring training,
but Hart sensed that the freeagent slugger was slipping away.
So Hart cushioned the blow by
acquiring power-hitting third
baseman Matt Williams from the
San Francisco Giants last week.
But will that help when Belle
wins a game with a home run at
Jacobs Field for another team,
and worst of all, for Chicago?

The HC; News

Seles quits in opening round of Chase tourney
Rnh
Rr«pn»
Bob Greene
Associated Press
NEW YORK - With her shoulder hurting and her father signaling for her to stop, Monica Seles
quit in the opening set of her
first-round match Tuesday at the
Chase Championships.
By being forced out of the
match with the injury, Seles gave
Kimiko Date her first retirement
gift of the night, a second-round
berth against 16-year-old Martina Hingis.
Date, considered the greatest
tennis player in Japanese histo-

ry, is playing In her final tourtour
nament and was given a retirement ceremony after the match.
"There were a couple of shots
that made it even worse, and the
pain just started shooting down
my arm," Seles said. "All you can
really do ice it and numb it at that
point."
The muscle tear in her left
shoulder has bothered her since
her Australian Open victory in
January, her only Grand Slam
tournament title of the year. Her
weak shoulder limited her serve,
and she played poorly at the
French Open, Wimbledon and the

Olympics, where she was an early-round loser.
Yet, she has won five tournaments and was runner-up to Graf
at the U.S. Open.
"A couple of weeks coming into
this tournament haven't been a
highlight of my career," Seles
said, referring to losses to Jennifer Capriati in Chicago and
Hingis in Oakland, Calif. "It's
been a tough year In some ways.
I've had some great times, but
it's been just a struggle with
some things."
Still, she qualified for this $2
million, 16-player tournament

ALD - Alpha Lambda Delta' ALD
Attention Members'
"ScolcNess Doubles" Bowling Party
Meet tonight @ 7pm Student Services
Bring A Friend I
ALD' Alpha Lambda Delta' ALD

Study Abroad Pre Ospanure Orientation

FREE BOOKS

The BG News
Classified
Ads
372-6977
CAMPUS EVENTS
- GREAT HOLIDAY GIFTS "
Human-I Tees tor sale in
ttio Math Science Bldg
Wed., Inure . Fri This Week Onfyt
830-300
Environmental T-er.ni. travel mugs, bagi,
card*, girtwrap. rials A posteraNll
BURSARABLEII
" DO YOUR SHOPPING EARLYI "
Fal 9-baH tournament
Fri. Nov. 22 Sat Nov 23
Campus Bowling & Billards
IS - Bursar able
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ALD' Alpha Lambda Delta' AID
General Meeting
Thurs@8 112BA
Dunks and Scholarship kilo.
ALD • Alpha Lambda Delta ■ ALD

Tibetan Speaker
The International Relations Organization welcome Tenzin Namgail. the only Tibetan student

580 AM.' Cable 50

in the Midwestern United States The IRO invites BGSU students A faculty alike to attend
an enlightening evening regarding Tibetan culture, politics A religion.
Speaker Tenzin Namgail
Date: Thurs .Nov 21. 1998
Time: 700 to 8:30 pm
Place: Business Adrrun. Rm 110
All are welcome to attend & free refreshments
will be served1

Oonl Gel Smoked
Gel your Ash to
The Great American Smoke Out
Nov. 21 from 10-2
in the Union Foyer
Pick up your smoke tree survival kit

Don*! wail unbl the lasl minute
Join UAO on a holiday shopping spree
Sat. Dec 7 at tie nearly opened
Southpark Center MaH in Slrongsville. OH
Leave BG at 8 30am. return 8.00pm
Sign-up between 11/20-12/4
In the UAO Ortice. 330 Union
15 -- Bursar able, includes transportabon
For more into call 2-7164
Sponsored by UAO

GIVE THE GIFT OF UFE
...GIVE BLOOD
BGSU BLOODMOBLE
NOV. 18-22 10 30AM - 4 30PM
WED. ONLY 10 30AM - 7:00PM
AMANI RM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)
SPONSORED BY REDCROSS 8 UAO

There writ be two ore-departure orientation
sessions tor all students studying abroad
spnng semester on Wednesday. November 20
at 7 00pm in 1103 Otlenhauer West and Saturday. November 23 at 10 00am in 1104 Offenhauer West. If you cannot attend one of
these seasons, please call 372-0309.
Prizes awarded to top 3 finishers
Sign up in Campus Bowling & Billards.
1st n. Union
or Uao office 330 Union 11/11-11/21
for more kilo call 2-7164
sponsored by UAO
Ktohican Ovemgh! Cabin Trip
Sat. Nov. 23 Sam - Sun. Nov. 24Hi 12pm
Mohican State Park
»30 Bj-sarable
Includes One day, on/night lodging, transportation, lunch, dinner, .breakfast, and hiking.
Sign-up in the UAO office, 330 Union. For more
inlocall 2-7164. Sponsored by UAO.
SPADES TOURNAMENT '96
Friday, December 6
8pm- 12am
SS/teamof two
1 st 8 2nd place grand prize ($$$!$)
Registration: Weds., November 20th
Steps of the Education Building
Surpnse gifts lor first 7 teams to register. Registration fee is bursar able
Sponsored by AAGSA
SPADES TOURNAMENT '96

Total
Everybody's Readin' it!
Nothing Chronicles Life at BGSU

1045 N. Main
Bowling Green, OH
353-3411

^5^^>^Sfe Source
•Greek Organizations*
•Intramural Teams*
•Clubs*
Jackets 'Sweatshirts
Personalized Holiday Gifts

like THE KEY YEARBOOK.
CALL 372-8086
or stop by
28 West Hall to order yours.

!"l0% OFF^
' Any Item w/ J
this coupon

quit after the first set with a bad
back. But the constant worry
over her father has eased, at
least, since his release last week
from a German jail where he had
After Seles left the court, Graf been incarcerated for more than
showed why she's the defending a year on tax fraud charges.
champion and top-seeded. She
showed no mercy toward her
But against Habsudova, who
Slovakian opponent, simply
overpowering Karina Habsudova was making her Madison Square
Garden debut, Grafs back prob6-1,6-4 In 48 minutes.
lems were in evidence only when
Like Seles, Graf came into this she sat down or got up from her
season-ending tournament with chair on the court. She sat stiffly
an injury. In her last match, in during the changeovers, but It
the Advanta Championships final didn't appear to affect her play.
on Sunday in Philadelphia, Graf Neither did Habsudova.
where she was seeded to meet
Steffi Graf in the final. Graf may
reach in Sunday's best-of-5-sets
final; Seles won't.

KAPLAN KAPLAN KAPLAN KAPLAN
Free KAPLAN Course
ForLSAT
Raffle ticket tor 82
isi floor BA
Frt,Nov.22»Mon Nov. 25
KAPLAN KAPLAN KAPLAN KAPLAN
ATTENTIONI! ATTENTIOfll!
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
BGSUBLOODMOBILE
NOV. 18-22 1030AM - 430PM
WED. ONLY 1030AM - 7:00PM
AMANI RM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)
SPONSORED BY RED CROSS 1 UAO
BG Prayer
Weds. Evenings 6 30-9:30
Prout Chapel
Coma anybme!

Prairie Margins is Back
Wanted Soon
Submit your literature 8 artwork
For into can Kelly 353-1383

CITY EVENTS
5 Netherland Dwarf Rabbits
Pedigree papers • Take on*
or all Call 354-3112 after 4pm

RIDES
Need a ride to Chicago? I go every other
weekend and willing to share driving and coats.
Call 372-7140 or 352- 7438.

CAVS
Cleveland Cavaliers vs. Sacramento Kings
Gund Arena
Sun.Nov. 24--leave 930am return 6pm
$27 w/transportaDon
$24 wro transportation
'Bursar able'
Sign Up 11/11-11/20
In the UAO office. 330 Union
For more into call 2-7164
sponsored by UAO

SERVICES OFFERED
FORGOT TO ORDER
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS?
PERSONALIZED ANNOUNCE ME NTS
READY IN 48 HOURS!
HIGHOUALITVt
MINIMUM ORDER OF ONLY 15
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE

353 2252

TONIGHT AT THE

The Bowl-N-Greeiiery
ALL YOU CAN EAT

PIZZA!
our pizza buffet includes your favorite varieties of pizza,
complete soup & saladbar, potato bar and beverages

BG News announces
the Salesperson
of the Month:

Laura
Porter
for the month
of October

£5.30
flours: 4:30- 7:00 pm

/.■.".V.NNNV.-A-.V.V.^V.V.-.

The Pheasant Room
All-You-Can-Eat

Spaghetti
your dinner includes all-you-can-eat spaghetti with our
very own special sauce, tossed salad, potato,
dinner rods, & butter.

0^.95

Other sandwiches &
dinners always available

Head Volleyball Coach Denise Van DeWalle
loves to read the KEY YEARBOOK.

Congrats Laura!

24/24 WARRANTY 24/24 WARRANTY 24/24 WARRANTY

BP

•Hours: 4:30- 7:00 pm

r*^"*^*^ " "■»"» af»Lj_aflfiM^a*e%*fr*iftflftftfl

Meal Card Accepted4:30 - 7:00pm
•Big Charge Accepted 11:30 am - l:30pm&4:30- 7:00pm

Close 1998 in Good Health cityle!
Celebrate the holidays by participating in the
outstanding health and fitness incentive program.

Automotive .=r Service Centers

12 Days ol Fitness

Make Your
Holidays A Little
Sweeter

Ready For
Cold Weather?

* BGSU Students and Faculty Receive a 10%
Discount Off Services
• Flush Cooling System-$49.95 + tax
(Most Vehicles)
• Check Charging System-$23.95 + tax
• Tires
• Windshield Wiper Blades

Choose From Dozens of Activities Each Day
Stay Active Throughout the Holidays
Challenge Yourself to a Healthier 1997
Finish 1996 On a Healthy High Note

FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE AVAILABLE
Hours of Operation: Mon - Fri 7:00 am to 6:30 pm,
Sat 8:00 am to 2:00 pm

STOP BY THE SRC FOR MORE
INFO OR CALL 2-2712

275 S. Main St. Bowling Green
419-353-3060

KCMAWUUL

mm

#Most Major Credit Cards Accepted

BGSU

WE EMPLOY TECHNICIANS CERTIFIED BY ASE
m

Take Home A Pie!
$7.99

Gourmet Apple Hi-Pie
Southern Pecan Pie
Pumpkin Pie
Reduced Fat 1/2 the Sugar
Apple Pie
Place your order by November 22. Forms available
from the cashiers. Pick up pies November 21-26
at the Dining Halls or call 372-2891 for more
information.

Hurry! There's still time to sign up today!

X
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Pregnant?
Free pregnancy Mil ConlidensaJ and canng.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy con—r.

Dane* Marathon
Morale Information Meeting
Wed. 9:30-1007 BA
Come On Pjde The Tram

sax-sax-sax
Personaiued
Graduation Announoamanta
48 hour service
Uranium ordar of 1S
Slop in and see us"

DM-BW-3-S-OM-BW 3S-DM-BW-3S
Happy Houra Thura. 70pm ai BW-3's
Support Danca Marathon
UBuy 12Wklo*BW-3iglvaa DMII
DM-BW 3-S•OM-BW-M'OM-BW-3'S

353-7732

sax-sax-sax
Typing Services- Reeumee, Term Papers,
Thaaia.Diaaanaoonaatc.
Cal3S2-e705(9em-9pm)

FOROOT TO ORDER
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
PERSONALIZED ANNOUNCE ME NTS
READY N 48 HOURSI
HIGH QUALITY •
MINIMUM ORDER OF ONLY 15

BEE QEE BOOKSTORE
353-2252

PERSONALS
»1 A Cancun A Jamaica Spring Bnaak Speaalsl
7 nighu Mr A hotel Irom $3991 Prioaa increeaeaoon - Sava SSOI Sava $150 on tood, drinka. t
free parses! 111% lowest price guaranteel
apr1ngbraaK1raval.com 1-8O0-679-6366

FREE BOOKS

Opal's Thrift
New/Used Martreas Seta. Fumisjre. Clothing.
Appliance*. TVs. Buy, Sal, Trade, Donate
(419) M1-24S5 or 1-600-665-5479

Feme- subleaser ASAPI Own room A dose to
campus. Cal 353-8088, ask lor Monica.

Onentatton-97
it in-reeled in being an Orientation Leader for
the Fan ol 1997, please pick up an application
In 405 Student Services Applications due
November 22.1998.

Feme— subleaser needed for Spnng 1997 for
E Merry apl Call Rebecca al 354-4508.

noadway Toledo seeks ful-nme Operalioni
Planning Coordnators fr Spring Semester at
$8.00rhr, al shifts av—labla. Gain management experience and handle act—dulss of ma(enals in and out. Contact Co-op program. 310
Saddlemire Student Services Bldg . 2-2451
ASAP for da-la.
Senior Portraits
Due to the tremendous response wa received,
Carl Woil Studios wil bo rearming to campua
on Jan. 27-31. This wil be the final visit this
school year an wil only —at 5 days Call tie
Yearbook office at 372 8086 with any questions.

$2$ SPRING BREAK PACKAGE
Boardwalk Beach Resort - Panama City's
Spring Braak Headquarters Only $29 Par Personi Restnoioni Apply 1-600-224-4153.
Ad Faall Fast For World Harveet
ParDopate m Hunger Awareness Week
November 18-21
FastonNov 21 Skips meal
Donate $ in Union, Res Halls or Cafeterias
ALPHA PHI-PHI TAU'ALPHA PHI
Congrels D the Phi Tau broomball -am on
MAKING ii io the finals. You guya ROCK! Love
your coaches Liz. Ke*y. Sharon
ALPHA PHI-PHI TAU -ALPHA PHI
ALPHA SK3 DELTA GAMMATh* Delta Gamma Vollayball Team Ruled Tha Weekend!
Congrats on Taking Home Tha ■HAROWARell'
Your Coaches. Dava. Joe. A Tim
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! OrvM a
acholarahlpa available Irom aponaoralll No
prepayment, avert!! mcaofi ax oot-go$$$. For Into: 1-$00-24$-14aa.
CALLTOOAYIII
Reg*wr lor Facia A Faoaa
Receive a Certificate Irani
the American Red Croee
Learn updates on HIV/ADS
Thurt.. December 5»i. 5 -9pm
Call 372-8355 ID register

680 AM/Cable 50

FREE CRAZY BREAD
alLinWaC
with purchase ol t larga pizza
at regular pace
Call today -- 354-6500
We have FREE delivery
Limit ol one ordar
Got The Bonng Green Blues'"

Lai Tha
MDNIGHT MARAUDERS
Inierplanalary Disco Jockey Entertainment
tickle yerearsll
TonitaaiBREWSTERS
NTRAMURAL PRACTCUM OPPORTUNI
TIES: APPLICATIONS FOR SMO AND REC
MAJORS ARE AVAILABLE FOR SPRING
SEMESTER. 1997 PICK UP APPLICATION
M 130 FCLD HOUSE. DEADLINE IS
DECEMBER 2,1996.
JOIN BACCHUS
An organization that educawe BG
on responsible drinking
Appi canons avadalba ©Corner for
Wetness 1 Prevention
(2nd Floor Healrh Center)
Due Thursday Nov. 21 by 5 00pm
71 call 2-9355

FREE DELIVERY 11 AH - 2PM 3624631
Mohican Ovemight Cabin Trip
Sat. Nov. 23 tarn - Sun. Nov. 24 12pm
Mohican Stale Park
$30 - Bursa/aDle
Includaa: One day. one right lodging, transportation, lunch, dinner, breakfast, and raking.
Sign up in the UAO office, 330 Union. For more
into call 2-7164
Sponsored by UAO

CAMPUS TANNMG
Fall Tanning Specials
Untimded tanning a
Christmaa $35 -1 month
Unarmed - $30 11 visits

$25 352-7889

Need Experience?
Prepare yourself for the job market
Become a Wetness Consurtant
Appl. at rm. 223 Student Health C»
Deadline Nov. 22nd at 5pm
Receive academic credi l
Can 372 9355 lor more info

Management Inc.
New New New New
Available Jan 2. 1997- 1 a bdrtn at our
Hiilsdale apis, unique floor plan, very
spacious, a/c A carports.
Starts at 350Vmo * ubt call 353-5800

NEVER WORK
LUIKHA&AIN!

[Aon.M-.K-.

Management Inc.
Available Jan 2,1997- Evergreen Apt*.
1 bdrm 8 eff units, laundry on site, tons
ol parking Starts at 230/mo
call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Slop by our office- 1045 N Main St.
lor complete Ustinp, for Spring Semester

or 07-96 school year- also check us out
on web pages:
httpv/www wcnei.org/-mecca/

SPADES TOURNAMENT'98
Friday, December 8
8pm- 12am
$S/team of two
1st A 2nd place grand prize ($$$$$)
Registration Wed , November 20th
Steps of tha Education Building
Surprise gifts for first 7 —ami to register. Registration ie bursar able.
Sponsored by AAGSA
SPADES TOURNAMENT tt
Spring Braak '$7 Tha Reliable Spring Break
Company. Hottee) Destkiatlonel Cootest
Vacation*! Guaranteed Loweet Prioesl Organize Group Travel Fraa! From Its Parly
In . Jamaica. Cancun. Behemae, Pedra,
Florida, Jamaica, Incluslce Plan From Only
139 Free Into:
1-100-421-7710
WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM

•nME IS RUNNING OUTI
So run to
Tha Cen-r for Wei Ine ss A PrevanHon
Rm 223 Student Health Center
Pick up an application to be a
WELLness Consultant!
Deadline Nov. 22 at 5:00pm
Can 372-9355 for more into
Why put it of any Longer?
Nov. is the ome to quit
The Great American Smoke Out* Hera
Nov. 21 horn tO-2
Ii the Union Foyer
Pick up your smoke free Survival Kit

LEARN HOW TO
ICE SKATE!
TAKE A ONE HOUR
PEG SPRING
SEMESTER!

10".5.25 ir.7.95

Male subleaser needed
Spring "97
Larry 352-2281

OBSIDIAN - OBSOIAN
Wanted: Salespeople needod. Salary based
on commission. I interested, call 372-2440
Wan—d: Parson interested in deelgn and
layout. Previous desktop publishing experience preterred II interested call 372-2440.
OBSIDIAN — OBSIDIAN
One-two —ma— subleaiera needed for Spring
97. Own room A bathroom. $l83/mo Cal
353-9077.
Subleaser needed for Spring Semester Cal
Kevin-352-2472.
WANTED:
Female Subleaser for Spring 97
Call 352 9922

Sigma Kappa • Sigma Kappa
Sliter ol the Week
Cathy Jenr en
Congratulate™
Sigma Kappa- Sigma Kappa

Oat Involved Today!

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Try our fabulous calzonaall
Made with ricona chaaaa. mozzaretia.
colby.andham

Female subleaser needed for Spring Sem. Avarl. end of tali semester. Close to campus,
SI 81.25 plus us). Please call 352-5844.

SlgKap-ICO-SlgKap
Lindsay Brooks
Whan la your oorivenson?
SlgKap-ICO-SlgKap

*1A Spring Braak Panama CKyl Boardwak
Beech Raaonl Baal Ho-I. Location. Prical 7
nighta $1291 Daylona - Baal location $1301 Cocoa Baach Hilton $1661 ipnngbnMk.traval.com
1 800-678-6388

tlA Spring Braak Bahamas Party Cruiaal 0
days $2791 Includaa an maals. Fraa partial
Taxeal Groat Beeches A Nightlife! Pricaa Increase soon - Sava $501 spnngbreakiraval.com 1-800-678-6388.

WANTED
1 Fan—la sublease*
Cose
$i8a7mo. mil. Call 352-5871

to

campus.

1 —mala aub—aaar needed for Spring 97.
House located on Wooe-r (Kohl Hal). $190
par mo. Call Carolyn al 353-8424.
1 lemale aub—aaar needed for Spring Someelar. Cose to campua. Call 353-1278

uiuj&a

QUESTIONS ABOUT WINE?
NORMAN S. CHAMBERS, PH.D.
WINE CONSULTANT

$1SnVt
Do you have Great MCAT Scores (30.)'
Do you have a personality?
Tha Princeton Review seeks instructors
Pert-ome for courses «i BG and/or
Toledo. Cal 800-2 REVIEW
lor further information
$1750 weekly possible
mailing our circulars.
For into call 301 -369-2047

•JOBS-JOBS-JOBSEvery Ciryl - Every Sta—I
Eiott—nt Computer Program includes
59.000.Career Placement Agencies
send check or MO of $9 95
along v»r return address to:
Financial Solutions. POBoi 1294
Mount Laurel. NJ 08054

2x2
with picture
(provided by you!)

Seeking He—rosexual Couple For Commercial
Filming Cal 352-9835 (Aak For Lee)
Summer in—rnahipa
Be prepared unlike the rest o! your pals. Cal
1 800 348-4649

4 bedroom apL avail Spring: new house, new
appsancaa. large balcony, quiet neighborhood.
Hem negotiable Cal 352-6633.
Apartment tor Rent. 1-2 people needed tor
Spring Semester tor a one-bedroom apanmenl Spadoua, quiet and close to campus
UOfymo. Call Kami or Aaron 354-6116
Grand Rapids. OH 3 bdrm,
Unfurniahed dup-x t400/mo.utl.
Call 363-1654

Housee A Duplexes lor •97-ae School year
1 to 4 person homes aval. • 12 mo lesse only
ttarohg in May: Steve Smith 352-9917
(no can ahar 8pm)
Aval tor Spring Semester 97
2br.408E.Coun-J440.utll.
2 br - 60S 5th SC - $320 . utl
Swva Smith 352-8917 (no call a her 8pm)
Looking for 1-2 aubleasara tor Spring on Summit Si. One bedroom, nice atmosphere. Cal
353^255.
Male tub-leaser needed tor Spring 97 pracOcaty on campua. dlshwesher, free cab—.
tistVmonih call Jeram-s? 354-1348.
MALE SUBLEASER NEEDED FOR SPRING
1907
FURN.. AIR CONO . BALCONY DECK. HAVE
YOUR OWN ROOM, CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
!275rMO. INCLUDES UTIL CALL TROY
354-4125
Ma- subleasers needed for Spnng 97
Furnithed, Close to Campua. reasonable rant
Call Chris at 354.1348.
Needed 1 subleaser immediately J2/0vmo 1
bedroom. Cal Amy 352-7490.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE: Virtue Figh-r 2. NHL All Star
Hockey 96 A controller for Saga-Saturn
Cal 372-5334 Bo.

One bedroom Apt. Available Spring 97. Close
to campus. $320/mo • gaa and alec. Last mo.
Free. Cal Chrlt B. Q354-7004.
One bedroom apl. availab— Dec. 7 thru Aug. 9
al 707 3rd St. Rent $31 IVmo pkil gaa A alectrie Cal 352-9551.

FOR SALE 2 15" Kicker pertormanceptus series woolers in speaker box.
Call 372-S334

One bedroom apartment available now. 1062
Fakview. Call 352-5822.

1967 Volkswagen. Excellent Condton. 53K onginal miles, never seen winter II Cal Stacey &
419-436-0634.

One tub-aaar needed for Spring -g7. cloae to
campua. own bedroom. $26Srmo • e—c. Quiet
place. Cal Chris St 352-4664.

1988 Saab 900 Red. 2-door. auto . thule. new
brakes, new exhaust. 97k mi. $3990JOBO
Call 419-691-8401.

Room tor rent
t225(u*lies included)
no pets: ma— preterred
after 4pm call 354-1924

One efficiency unit turn . 2 blocks from campus. Low monthly bill, S235/mo. Spring semes-r'97. Call 354-5291.

1992 Toyo- Corrolle. 4-0r , Auto. AC ln»rior
hke new. Runs great. Excellent condition. Cal
419-436-0634 coned.

ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR-SUMMER OF
1997-Yogi Bears Jolty stone Camp Resort Is
looking lor 2 outgoing, creative people to plan
and imp—ment dairy activities tor a busy family
camping resort rmv Sea World ol Aurora.
Ohio.
* Experience is preterred but not required.
Male or —ma— recreaoorveducation majors
era encouraged to apply, aspedaly those looking for a praencum.
- Salary la $1 S0.00n»k with housing. $200vwk
without
- Interviewing wil be done at the Rason.
Sand your resume to:
-Wry stone Camp Resort
c/o Andrea Schwartz
6511 Marsol S222
May field Hu, Ohio 44124

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2,000 ♦ /month
working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour Comparaea. Work) travel. Seasonal A ful time employment available No experience necessary.
For more information eel 1-206-971-3550 an.
C 554 48
Earn cash Bluffing envelopes at home. All materials provided Send SASE to P.O Box 624.
O-the.KS 68051.

BikalrxSale.rjrarvJrwwC^nnondaleM300lE
21 sod. Black, 20 inces $300 o b o
354-3201
For Ss—: Mongoose Manuevar 21" men's
mountain bike: just like new Cal 372-1194.
GOVT FORECLOSED home, rrompennies
on $1. Oeequent Tax. Repot. RECfs. Your
area. Tol Free 1-800-216-9000 Ext H-2078 lor
current listings.
bane; Electric Guitar lor Sale 50 wan Crete
Ampkfier w/12" speaker. A drum machine.
Call 353-4322. Ask tor Jayson
IBM compatible 486 computer. 33 mhz. CO
Rom, monitor. 24 pin dot matrix pnn—r. MkrotoftOffice Included. $600090, Jen 353-8905
Power Book 165 12/160/14.4
w/carrying case $710
Can 353-7265 ask for Paul

Small Bungalow on 612
5th St. Avail. Dec 1 it
832-3681.
SUB LEASE - NOW to August. Current tenant
employed out ol state You pay $325 tor beautiful, quiet upstairs apt. 1 or 2 bedrooms. Perfect
for grad. atudent or coup—. Great space. Low
utiis Quiet Street. Front porch. Off-Streei parking. Such e deal. 354-1633
SUBLEASER WANTED FOR SPRING SEMESTER
The While House across from Ba) Shots. Cal
Ryan at 353-7208.
SUBLEASER NEEDED - DEC/JAN - AUG
1997
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT FURNISHED
CALLS STACI353-2135
Subleaser needed for Spring 97 or sooner
Male or female. Own room. 2 full bath in house.
$205 . u»l., no security deposit. Call Tamyka
352-6689

SEIZED CARS from $175 Porsches. Cadslacs. Chevy's. BMWt. Corveoes. Alto Jeeps.
4WO's. Your Area. Toll Free 1-800-2169000
E xt. A-2076 lor current listings

Sublease* needed
Spring 1997
Please call 354-5216
SubMaaora needed for Spring '97
apl. gaa included. Call 354-1235

FOR RENT

* 9798 * Houses A Apl. Listing
For rent now. Oftkse 316 E. Marry S3
Listings 24 hours or we mall
353-032S
•Wanted rm—s. to HI houses and apts ' Very
Close To Campus

SPRING BREAK '97

South Padre Is.

WE lift ONLY

AUTO
INSURANCE

l)f
I

* Low Rates

FREE Parties SB **•*
FREE Meals HjBff
FREE Activities
r*
Student Express, Inc.
1.800.SURFS.UP

* Low Down
Payment

■|p11 1

146 .North Main Bowlii gGreen

Texas.

-

* Low Monthly
Payments

ALL-RISK
INSURANCE AGENCY
347 N. Main St.. Ilowlin", Green

Phone 352-2641 or
1-800-589-2641

32 oz.
MON:

SPRING
BREAK
It Pays To Discover! Use Your
Discover Card And Save Up To $25!
To Apply For A Card,

cai i-eoo-rr PAYS-TO.

!

&

TOB
Thanks for all
of your help
with
The Thing.
i You're the best!

flrvelfy

TUES:
WED:

•Includes Taxes

$399

7 Nights.AJr.Hotel-Savo $150
on Food A Drinks

Jamaica

$419

Florida

$119

7 Nkjhts-Ak.Hoiel-Save $150
on Food A Drinks

7 Nights-Panama dry. Daylona
A Cocoa Beach
Spring Break Travel-Our 10th Y<ar!

1-800-678-6386

$1.75

Pool Tournament

Great Happy Hours
Karaoke
Signupol8:00,
Sing at 9:00
Prizet Awarded*

THUR:

ladies Night
Happy Hour Prices
ALL Night for Lodie.
SI Blow Job Short
ALL Night

Bahamas Party
Cruise
$279
6 Days-AI Meals-Free PtufatT
Cancun

JARS

Sign up al 7-00;
Playat8fl0
CauS Prizet (or I vl & 2nd

DISCOVER CARD

■From Ihrgaoe

2 bdrm.

Call 353-0325

1141 S. Main St.

3542526

NOW HI RING
University Sa—e and Marketing, tie leader in
on campus employment for college students. hiring el your school. Markeong end PromoDone posiDons available. Work on campua,
Flenb- hours, Great pay. For Informason. Cal
800-582-8524.

1 to 2 aucUaaara needed lor Spring 1997
1 bdrm.. free heat, pool, free ahull— to campus.
Cell John or Maty al 354 -3062

One bedroom furnished or unfurniahed apt.
East Evera $37Sfmo. 419-6693036

R (*

Sell it, honey!"

IT'S BURSARABLE!
Deadline 2 days prior to publication by 4:00

SlOOO's POSSIBLE READING BOOKS. Part
Tlome. At Home. Toll Fraa (1) 800-2189000
En. R-207«lorUaHngs.

CHURCHILL'S

$20.00

Come to 204 West Hall to place your adl
Or Call 372-6977 for more information.

$1,000'e POSSIBLE TYPING Pan Time At
Home. Toll Fraa 1 800-218-9000 En. T 2076
for Listings

THURSDAY, NOV. 21

1996 Georges DeBoeul
1996 Jeon-Morc Anjou
1996S».Aubin

Show your friends, roommates & classmates how
special they are. Wish them a Happy Birthday,
Happy Anniversary, or just to have a great dayl

Money! Sail $ Trips A Go Freel Bahama.
Crulee $279, Cancun A Jamaica $399, Pans m a
Clty/Oaytona
$1191
www.oprlngbrssktraval.eom
1-aO0-67MM«

LE BEAUJOLAIS NOUVEAU
EST ARRIVE!

401 W. Diisscl ltd.
Maumce, Oil 43537
Mon-Frl 10-6
Sat 10-3

SPECIAL DISPLAY
PERSONALS

at Awesome Tripe! Hundreds ol SluderUe
Are Earning Fraa Spring Braak Tripe a

Chidcare needed ASAP
Wad.. Thur. and Frl. thru Jan. 10
Call 886-1004

"THE WINE PUCE"

Happy 21st, Korey!

HELP WANTED

1-2 Housemates needed lor Spring 97
Own room, vary dose to campus.
Under $200 per month
Call 352-3005 if interested.

Female subleaser tor Spnng 97. $2u0/mo.
Vary close to campua Own room. Parking. Ay
oa at 353-1253.

NANNV OPPOHTUMTICS
Earn en excel—nt salary while experiencing a
different part of the country as an American
Narmyl $17S-$3S0 a week PLUS room and
boardl All expenses paid by the family. Go with
tha beat relerral service. Cal 1 800-937 NANI
for a free brochure.

Pen-time cook needed
Apply in person to BG Country Club
923FalrvtewAve.BG

BASS PLAYER needed lor experienced
modem rock band Wal known in BG A CMveland. Cal for details 372-5334.

Female Subleaser Needed Spring 1987
Own bedroom (2 bdrm. Apt) 1 block from
campua. Rant negotiable, roe May rant
and cab-. Can anytime 354 8130

Looking tor a career and not juet a k*7 Providing care and training to adults with mental ratardatiorvdevalopmental disabdmes at a rewarding and chaaanging career opportunity
Several pan time and sub positions now available alanlng at $7.55 par hour. Part Urne positions after 90 days will receive $9.05 t $14.77rhr based upon experience. Sick -eve
and vacation benefits for pan time employees
Expenenos not required. Part time poafiiona
available in Bowing Green. Portage and Wal
bridge. Application may be obtained from the
Wood County Board ol MR/CO. Entrance B.
11180 E. Gypsy Lane Road. BG. 8:00am - 430
pmEOE.

Pan time barmaid at The Village km. in Cygnet. Oh. Apply in person or call419-655-2273.

1 or 2 -mala subksaaars needed. Reasonable
rant A undoes, washer/dryer in apt Call Mary
352-6452.

• pfVI-lBtVllr to >•(■
Aawaca'a I 1 tmkkm IMB
Al Oatbattk, ft duuMf only, ft—1| ihiaarf
ra«l«f • unI. wa art aaMkin< •n«rf>*d
larfWUaah tor big fu and N U Um
Mpio*a*$Mii. Wa •ko offer frooi boaofiu awl
■a Ea.pk.Y-. Stock Opdon Plan
Tha OolUek S — k Ho— vtll op— MOB 1B:

NO III I ES. Jl ST RICITT.

Wednesday, November 20,1996

FRI:
SAT:
SUN:

Great Happy Hours
Open at 11:30 am
Sega Tournament
Sign up at 7-00;
Way at 9O0 Prizet

HAPPY HOUR
EVERYDAY
4PM -9 PM
300 E. WOOSTEI
3S4-i?80

